REPORTS NOW – ACCESSING AND NAVIGATING
The purpose of this document is to illustrate how to access and navigate in Reports Now as a Reviewer.
Reviewers do not have access to design reports, but they can run reports that have been published to them.
Reviewers need to work with Designers if new reports are needed.

Like JD Edwards, accessing Reports Now begins in Citrix.
Once you have logged into Citrix, the main page will be displayed.
The main page is user specific. So your screen may have fewer icons that you can select.

Select the JDE Reports Now icon to open the application.
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The application may take a moment to open.
The above is one of the pop-up windows you could see during this process.
The pop-up windows may be in the background so you may not see them at all.
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Initially, the login screen will be blank.
Enter your JDE User Name and Password.
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If this is the first time you are accessing Reports Now, the Environment and Role fields will not automatically
populate.
In the Environment field, enter PD910
In the Role field, enter *ALL.

When you login in the future, these will auto-populate after you enter your User Name.
The fields will populate with the value that was used the last time you accessed Reports Now.

Click OK.
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Reports Now will open with the “Reports published to me screen.”
This screen contains all the reports available for you to run.
In the screenshot above, all the folders are currently collapsed, except the AAA – Corporate Wide folder.
Clicking on the arrow to the left of a folder (pointing right) will display the reports available in the folder.
A little about the columns in the report listing section:
Report Name – is the published name of the report.
Published by – is the user name of the Designer who published the report.
Note: If you have questions about how data is pulling into a report and people in your area aren’t sure either,
this may be a good person to reach out to for more information. Reaching out to the Designer should only be
used as a last resort for information on specific reports.
Based on – This is the primary JDE table that the report was built on. Keep in mind it could still be pulling
information in from other tables. If the Based on is DASVIEW, the report was based on a join of multiple tables so
there isn’t a single primary table.
Last Modified – This is the date and time that the report was last published.
Note: Folders will only display on this screen if there are reports in the folder that are published to you.
Note: Reports in the “Unassigned” folder are typically pending completion and final approval. These will
eventually be moved to the appropriate folder in the file tree. At the end of this document, you can find more
information on the folder structure and naming conventions that are used in Reports Now.
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Above, the folder structure is completely expanded.
Here is an overview of the navigation links and options available from the Reports published to me screen.
File – Aside from the Exit option, there is not anything in this menu on this screen that applies to the Reviewer.
Window – On this screen, this will allow you change the look of your RN sessions – color schemes and themes.
Help – This menu offers links to How-To information. There is an option here to report an issue. Do not use the
“Report an Issue” option. If you have issues, contact the Designer you work with or the Tutor Perini Help Desk
(helpdesk@tutorperini.com).
Run & Open – These links can be used to run or open a report. You must highlight a report in the bottom window
by clicking on it first.
Search Functionality – Used to search for a report when you aren’t for sure exactly where it’s located in the file
structure. You can search by partial name, key words, or JDE table. Click the magnifying glass icon to search.
Un-subscribe – This is used when you want to hide a report from your list.
Re-subscribe – This allows you to unhide reports that you’ve previously “un-subscribed.” Clicking this button will
open a list of previously hidden reports. You can select which reports you want to add back to the display. In the
above screenshot, the “Re-subscribe” is followed by (1). This means that there is 1 report that can be resubscribed to.
Refresh
– Generally, this is only used when you are in Reports Now, and someone makes changes to a report
or publishes a new report while you are still logged into the application. Until you hit the refresh icon, those
changes may not be available to you.
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The easiest way to open a report is to double-click on the report name in the list.
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Here is an overview of the navigation links and options available from a report screen.
On the Menu Bar:









File – Aside from the Exit option, there is not anything in this menu on this screen that applies to the Reviewer.
Edit – Edit allows you to select all the data, copy the data, or export the data directly to Excel.
Export – This option gives you more flexibility in what you export and how that data is saved – HTML, pdf,
Excel, etc. including headers and footers. You can also define the print properties.
Window – On this screen, more options are available. You can still change the look of your RN sessions – color
schemes and themes. You can choose how multiple reports are displayed on your screen if you have multiple
reports open. There is also an option to close all reports.
Help – This menu offers links to How-To information. There is an option here to report an issue. Do not use
the “Report an Issue” option. If you have issues, contact the Designer you work with or the Tutor Perini Help
Desk (helpdesk@tutorperini.com).
The 3 options at the far right of the menu bar
, are the same options you see on many computer
programs, Minimize, Downsize/Restore, and Close the report. These also show on the screen right above the
icons for the report. The higher, larger icons are for the Reports Now application.

On the Header:


– This informational icon means that you are in the published version of a report.



– Clicking this icon will export the report into Excel.



– Print icon, which will open the report in a pdf document that can be saved or printed.






– This icon is grayed out unless a report is currently running. It’s used to cancel a run request if you
realize that you launched it in error.
If you have multiple reports running, the icons on the right of the header will allow you to display them in
different views – Cascade , Tile Horizontally , or Tile Vertically . The images on the icon indicate how
the display will look.
The other 2 boxes at the top are informational only. They note what is selected or status of the report
being run.
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More on navigating on a report screen:
The Report Window Icons:


– Click on this icon to run the full report.



– This icon allows you to run for a small number of records. This is helpful when you aren’t sure
if the report is going to give you the type of data you are looking for or when designing a report.



– This icon is used to refresh the report if you are in the report and someone publishes changes
related to that report. In that situation, you will not see the changes they applied to how the data pulls unless
you refresh the report design.



– Click this icon to close the report. Using this icon is the preferred method for closing a report.



– Sometimes the designer will include notes on how to run the report, how the report was
created, or what information is actually pulling into the report. To access that information, click this link. Keep
in mind that this function is not frequently used by designers, especially on reports that aren’t viewed as
complicated from their perspective. However, if you have questions, it’s a good place to start.



– This icon allows you to adjust the font size used in the report. Click the larger “A” to make it bigger
and the smaller “A” to make it smaller.

The Report Window Areas:
Parameters – Since a single report is often designed to be flexible, parameters are used to allow the users to easily
filter the data that is retrieved. Sometimes these are required, and sometimes entering criteria is optional.
Generally, it’s somehow noted if entry is required. Different designers use different methods. In this case, “(R)” is
used to show a required field. If you see a “*” next to the parameter description, try using the * before and after
your entry. For the reason, see the next page.
Report – The actual report will be displayed in the lower portion of the screen. Until a report is run to retrieve the
full or sample data, only the column headers will be displayed.
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Using parameters:
To enter the parameters, click inside the entry field and move on to the next parameter.
If you are only entering a single value, type in the value.

Below is a list of symbols and how they are used for searches:
> = Greater than, as in all numbers greater than the value entered in the QBE field
< = Less than, as in all values less than the value entered in the QBE field
! = Not, as in not a certain value. Example, typing !123456 will return all values not equal to 123456.
* = Wild Card, used to represent all value options when only a portion is known. This can be used before or after
the known portion of the value, and even before and after. This option is most useful on text fields, like
descriptions. Examples: *456 will pull values ending in 456. 456* will pull values beginning in 456. *456* will pull
values with 456 anywhere in the field.

If you need to enter a range, a list to include/exclude, or use some other method to filter the data, click on the
filter icon.

Note: When entering a date, it’s best to use the MM/DD/YYYY format. Other formats may work sometimes, but
they may not work all the time.
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When the filter options list opens, select the option that will fit your need.
For instance, if you need to include several values that are not in sequential order, click List.
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In the list box, you can type the values that you need to include.
By highlighting an option and hitting the Backspace or Delete button on your computer, you can remove values
from an existing list.
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Once you have made the changes you need to the list, click OK.
This is the same process you would use for the Not in list option.
Much like this process, the other options are fairly simple to populate.
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The parameter has been updated.

Sometimes, there may not be a parameter for a data item that you want to use for a filter.
In those situations, you can use the QBE (Query-by-Example) fields just under the column headers.
These work like the QBE fields in JDE.

If you type a value in a QBE field without any of the below symbols, only records with that specific value will show
on your report.

Below is a list of symbols and how they are used for searches in the QBE fields:
> = Greater than, as in all numbers greater than the value entered in the QBE field
< = Less than, as in all values less than the value entered in the QBE field
! = Not, as in not a certain value. Example, typing !123456 will return all values not equal to 123456.
* = Wild Card, used to represent all value options when only a portion is known. This can be used before or after
the known portion of the value, and even before and after. This option is most useful on text fields, like
descriptions. Examples: *456 will pull values ending in 456. 456* will pull values beginning in 456. *456* will pull
values with 456 anywhere in the field.
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Note: If you click on a QBE field and there is text already in the box, it is linked to a parameter. Use the parameter
box.
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Above is the updated report.

To give you more flexibility as a user, there are some adjustments that you can make to the report.
By clicking on a column, highlighting it, and right-clicking – you have options to resort, group by a column, hide
columns, add quick calculations, etc.
Note: As a Reviewer, the changes that you make to a published report will not be saved when you exit the report.
If you need these adjustments frequently, you may want to reach out to your Business Unit’s Designer to make
adjustments to the report or create a version of the report that suits your needs.
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Above is an example of what happens when you click the Export to Excel icon.
A new Excel spreadsheet will open with all the columns and data.
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The above shows what happens when you click the print icon.
A new pdf file will open that shows the title, column headers, and data.
This file can be saved, printed, or emailed to suit your needs.
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Below is some additional information that may help in your use of Reports Now.
Naming Convention:
The naming convention for reports in Reports Now was defined by Tutor Perini Corp so that all Designers across
the organization use a standardized structure when naming and classifying reports.
Name Format: CCC-AA-NNNNNNNNNN
Where:




CCC = Company
AA = Application the report relates to
NNNNNNNNNN = Name of Report (Instructions are to be descriptive in the name.)

For Frontier-Kemper, the following are relevant Company designations:



AAA = Corporate Wide (Reports designed that could benefit all business units.)
FKC = Frontier-Kemper

The Application designations are as follows:











AP = Accounts Payable
AR = Accounts Receivable
EQ = Equipment
FA = Fixed Assets
GL = General Ledger
HR = Human Resources
IN = Inventory
JC = Job Cost
PO = Procurement/Purchasing
PR = Payroll

The folder structure follows the naming convention for reports that have been completed and approved.
For example: FKC-GL-Work Order Detail





Folder = FKC – Frontier-Kemper
Sub-folder = General Ledger
Report Name = Work Order Detail
Report Purpose = Shows the detail transactions that have processed against a specific work order, and
includes designations about the type of transaction – labor, burdens, purchase orders, etc.

You may also have reports published to you that are not complete and/or approved. These will all fall in the
“Unassigned” folder.
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